Environmental Science Fellowship Award & Natural Resource Science Fellowship Award

One award each are available to senior undergraduate or graduate students!

TRU invites applications for the Environmental Science and/or Natural Resource Science Fellowship Award. The Fellowships were generously created by an anonymous donor for the development of two awards; one for Environmental Sciences and one for Natural Resource Sciences.

Recipients — either senior undergraduate students or graduate students — will be selected based on their scholarly achievements, their commitment to research, and their demonstrated potential for future contributions to our understanding of the environment.

These awards are designed as an investment in the education of two exceptional students annually. Selected students will show a desire to pursue studies that support the health and biological diversity of British Columbia’s fish, wildlife, and habitats.

The Fellowships are prestigious awards with a value of $7,500 for each recipient. Students are only eligible for one award.

Applications:
The Fellowships are awarded on a competitive basis and applications must include:

1. An outline of your academic career in either Environmental Science or Natural Resource Science, detailing:
   • Areas of research interest (2 page maximum)
   • Current areas of concentration (1 page maximum)
   • Examples of research and field work
   • Description of future education and/or career plans (1 page maximum)

2. A CV, highlighting volunteer and community service

3. A copy of all university transcripts (either official or unofficial)

4. A letter of support from a TRU faculty member

Applications, with a subject line identifying which fellowship you are applying for, must be submitted to the Research Office, research@tru.ca, by 4:00 pm on November 15.